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A cyclically symmetric plane partition of size n is a plane partition whose three-dimensional 
Ferrers graph is contained in the box 
~n = [1, n] × [1, n]X [1, n], 
and which is mapped to itself by cyclic permutations of the coordinate axes. Given a cyclically 
symmetric plane partition with Ferrers graph F, we can form its transpose-complement, the 
plane partition whose Ferrers graph is the set of all triples (i, j, k) such that (n + 1 - j, n + 1 - 
i, n + 1 -  k)~ F. This is again a cyclicaUy symmetric plane partition. A cyclically symmetric 
plane partition is tc-symmetric f it is equal to its transpose-complement. This cannot occur 
unless n is even. In this paper we show that the number of tc-symmetric plane partitions in ~2n 
is given by 
n-1 (3k + 1)(6k)! (2k)! 
1-I (4k + 1)! (4k)! 
k=0 
We show that, with a suitable assignment of weights, the generating function for tc-symmetric 
plane partitions divides the generating function for all cyclically symmetric plane partitions. 
We give analogous results for other classes of plane partitions including descending plane 
partitions. 
1. Introduction 
A plane partition is an array of positive integers 
a l l  a12 a13 . . .  al,Zl 
a21 a22 az3 • • • a2,z2 
arl dr2 . . . . . .  ar, zr 
with weakly decreasing rows and columns such that /~,1~/~2 ~' ' "  ~/~'r" The 
integers aij are called the parts of the partition. (When a# is undefined, it is 
sometimes useful to assign this part a conventional value of 0.) The Ferrers graph 
F of the partition is the set of all integer points (i, j, k) for which aij is defined and 
1 <~ k <~ dip A cyclically symmetric plane partition of size n is a plane partition 
whose Ferrers graph is contained in the box ~n = [1, n] x [1, n] x [1, n] and which 
is mapped to itself under cyclic permutation a: (x ,  y, z)--> (j,, z, x) of the 
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coordinate axes. We denote the set of all these partitions by ~Z,. For example, 
when n = 2, these are the empty partition and 
1 21 22 22 
1 21 22 
Given a cyclically symmetric plane partition with Ferrers graph F, we can form 
its "transpose-complement", the plane partition whose Ferrers graph is the set of 
all triples (i, ], k) such that (n + 1 - j ,  n + 1 - i, n + 1 - k) q F. 
We will say that a plane partition is tc-symmetric if it is cyclically symmetric and 
equal to its transpose-complement. This can occur only if the size of the box is 
even. Let ~-n be the set of all w-symmetric plane partitions in ~2~. One of the 
main results of this paper is that the cardinality I~-nl of ~-n is given by 
n-1 (3k + 1)(6k)! (2k)! 
I -=1 = k=ol--[ (4k + 1)! (4k)! 
These tc-symmetric plane partitions are one of the ten symmetry classes of plane 
partitions described in [6]. For all ten cases the numbers of plane partitions eem 
to be given by nice formulas. This paper proves one of these formulas. Including 
the work of this paper there are seven symmetry classes for which the formulas 
have been proved. In the other three cases there are only conjectured formulas. 
A formula for I .1 is known and proved in [1] and [3]. Using these formulas for 
I nl and it is easily shown that I -=1 divides I 1. We shall give a generating 
function form of this result. 
We will also give analogous results for other classes of plane partitions 
including descending plane partitions. 
This study of the transpose-complement was historically the first study of the 
complementation operation for plane partitions. In [3] we saw that cyclically 
symmetric plane partitions were in many ways analogous with alternating sign 
matrices. The transposed complement is the natural analog of an important flip 
operation on alternating sign matrices. Once we saw that complementation was 
an interesting operation for cyclically symmetric plane partitions, we were 
naturally led to consider similar problems for totally symmetric plane partitions in 
[5]. When Stanley heard about these two examples, he suggested the study of all 
symmetry classes which he inaugurated with [6]. 
2. A fundamental domain for partitions in ~-n 
The condition that a plane partition be w-symmetric is rather complicated. The 
analysis of these partitions is greatly simplified if one passes to a "fundamental 
domain". 
For each positive integer n we denote by ~n the class of triangular arrays of 
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positive integers 
al,n+l al,n+2 
a2,n+l a2,n+2 
an,n+1 
Q 6 g 
Q • O 
al,2~ 
a2,2n-1 
subject to the constraints that 
(R1) all rows and columns are weakly decreasing, 
(R2) ai, n+l <~2n- i  fo r i=  l , . . .  ,n ,  
(R3) ai, En+l_ i = n for i = 1, . . . , n. 
Theorem 1. Let n be a positive integer and (aq) be a tc-symmetric plane partition 
in ~-~. Associate to the array (aq) the subarray consisting of  those parts aij with 
1 <~ i <- n, n < j <~ 2n + 1 - i. Then the triangular array is in ~ and this mapping 
f rom 0-~ to ~ is a bijection. 
Proof. First we observe that for a plane partition whose Ferrers graph F is 
contained in ~,,, the condition that it be equal to its transposed complement 
amounts to the condition 
aij -t- am+l_ j ,  ra+l_  i = m,  for all i, j = 1 , . . . ,  m. (1) 
Suppose that (a~) is in fin. Then the triangular subarray consisting of parts aq 
with 1 ~< i ~< n, n < j  ~< 2n + 1 - i certainly satisfies the condition (R1). From (1) 
we immediately have (R3). 
We shall show that the triangular subarray also satisfies (R2). Suppose that 
1 ~ i ~< n and ai.n+l >i 2n + 1 - i. Then (i, n + 1, 2n + 1 - i) e F which implies that 
(i, n, 2n + 1 - i) ~ F by tc-symmetry. It follows that 
ai, n < 2n + 1 - i <- a i ,n+l ,  
a contradiction• Thus the passage to the triangular subarray is a well defined 
mapping from O-n to ~,,. 
TO see that the mapping is one-to-one we show that we can recover a partition 
(aq) of 0-,~ from the knowledge of the triangular array of parts aq for 1 ~< i ~< n, 
n .1. 1 ~<j ~< 2n - i. We can immediately recover the parts aq with 1 ~< i ~< n, 
2n - i  < j  ~< 2n from (1). This gives us full knowledge of the square subarray of 
parts aij with 1 ~< i <~ n, n + 1 ~< j <~ 2n. Let F be the Ferrers graph of (aq). If i, j, 
k ~< n, then we always have aq >I ai.2~+l-i = n >I k. Thus (i, j, k) is always in the 
Ferrets graph• Since (aq) is tc-symmetric, this implies that (i, j, k) is never in the 
Ferrets graph if i, j, k 1> n + 1. Next suppose that at least one of i, j, k is >~n .1. 1 
and that at least one is ~<n. Then we may cycle the triple so that i ~< n and 
j /> n + 1. Since we know aij, we can now determine whether (i, j, k) is in the 
Ferrers graph• This shows that our mapping is one-to-one. 
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Finally we show that our mapping is onto. Let (aij) be an array satisfying (R1), 
(R2) and (R3). We construct a preimage in ~-n by forming its Ferrers graph F 
following the proof of uniqueness above. First we use (1) to extend the definition 
of aij so that it is defined for i, j with 1 ~< i ~< n, n + 1 ~< j ~< 2n. For this subarray 
we will continue to have weakly decreasing rows and columns and the condition 
(R2) yields 
an, i>~2n+l - i ,  fo rn+l<~i<~2n.  
Define F as follows. Let (i, j, k) be a triple in ~2n. We say that (i, j, k) is in F if 
and only if one of the following holds, 
(i) i , j , k<-n ,  
(ii) we can cycle (i, j, k) so that j/> n + 1, i ~< n and aij >1 k. 
From this definition it follows immediately that F is invariant under cyclic 
permutation of the coordinate axes and that (i, j, k) e F if and only if (2n + 1 - j ,  
2n + 1 -  i, 2n + 1 -  k)~ F. We need only check that it is a plane partition. This 
amounts to proving that (i', j ' ,  k') e F whenever (i, j, k) e F and i' ~< i, j '  ~<j, and 
k' ~< k. Suppose that the hypothesis holds. 
Our proof divides into several cases according to the number of indices i', j ' ,  
k' that are ~<n. If all three are, we automatically have (i', j ' ,  k') e F. If i', j ' ,  
k ' /> n + 1, then i, j, k/> n + 1, contradicting our hypothesis. 
Suppose that at least one of i', j ' ,  k' is ~<n and at least one is ~>n + 1. Applying 
tr or a 2 if necessary to both of the triples we can suppose that i '~  < n and 
j '  >1 n + 1. If i ~< n, then we have 
ai 7, >1 aij >1 k >- k', 
so that (i', j ' ,  k ' )  ~ F. Thus we can suppose that i 1> n + 1. Since (i, j, k) ~ F and 
j i> j ' /> n + 1, we have k ~< n. Therefore 
ai,j, >t anj, >i 2n + 1 - j '  >12n + 1 - j  > a2n+l-i.En+l-k 
an,2n+l_ k~ k ~ k t, 
which shows that (i', j ' ,  k') e F. This completes the proof of Theorem 1. [] 
We have now given an explicit one-to-one correspondence b tween ~-n and 5~n. 
If (aij) is an array in ~,~, then from (R3) the parts ai.En+l_ i are all equal to n so no 
information is lost by omitting them. If we subtract n -  1 from the remaining 
parts and change indices in the obvious way we see that ~n is in one-to-one 
correspondence with the set 6en of arrays of positive integers 
a l l  a12  . . . a l ,n -  1 
a21  a22  - • • a2 ,n -2  
an-l,1 
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subject o the constraints that 
($1) all rows and columns are weakly decreasing, 
($2) aix ~< n - i + l for i = l ,  . . . , n -1 .  
For example, 5ex is the single empty partition, 6e 2 consists of the two single part 
partitions 1 and 2 and 5e 3 consists of the 11 partitions 
11 21 21 22 22 31 31 32 32 33 33 
1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 
3. Generating functions 
We will give a theorem which describes a relationship between a certain 
generating function for ~n, the set of cyclically symmetric plane partitions of size 
n, and a similar generating function for 5e,,, which is in one-to-one correspon- 
dence with the set of tc-symmetric plane partitions of size 2n. 
We will say that a part of a cyclically symmetric plane partition of size n is 
special  if i <~ aij < j. 
In many ways cyclically symmetric plane partitions are analogous to descending 
plane partitions introduced by Andrews in [1]. In particular this definition of 
special parts of cyclically symmetric plane partitions has an analog for descending 
plane partitions which is described in [4]. Now we define the generating function 
Zn(x)  to be the polynomial in which the coefficient of x k is the number of 
cyclically symmetric plane partitions of size n with k special parts. 
Let aij be a partition in 6en. We say that a part is special  if aq <~j. For an 
element of 6e~ we could also consider the number of special parts in the associated 
cyclically symmetric plane partition in ~2n. These two numbers of special parts 
are related. One may verify that if (a~j) in S¢~ has k special parts, then the 
corresponding cyclically symmetric plane partition in ~2~ has n + 2k special parts, 
but we will not need this fact below. 
Now let T~(x) be the polynomial such that the coefficient of x k is the number of 
partitions in Sen with k special parts. We can view Tn(x) as a generating function 
for ~-n. 
We will establish a relationship between the T~(x)'s and Z~(x)'s. To do this we 
first express both of these generating functions as determinants. 
To obtain these expressions for T~(x) and Zn(x)  we will make use of some 
results concerning families of paths in the set of lattice points (points with integral 
coordinates) in the plane. We make 
graph by directing edges from (i, j )  to 
that every edge in this graph has a 
commutative ring with identity. We 
(ix, j~), • . . ,  (im, jm) is ascending if 
the set of all lattice points into a directed 
(i + 1, j) and (i, j - 1). We will also assume 
weight  which is an element of some fixed 
will say that a sequence of lattice points 
the sequences of i's and j's are both 
non-decreasing. Now let Px, . . . ,  Pm and Q x, . . . ,  Qm be ascending sequences of 
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lattice points. By a disjoint path family from the P's to the Q's  we mean a set of 
m directed paths from the P's to the Q's with the property that no two paths have 
a common vertex. The weight of such a path is the product of the weights of all 
the edges in it. The weight of a path family is the product of the weights of the 
paths it comprises. For any two lattice points P and Q, denote by H(P ,  Q)  the 
sum of the weights of all the directed paths from P to Q. Finally let 
H(P1 ,  • • • , em,  Q1,  • • • , Qm)  denote the sum of the weights of all disjoint path 
families from the P's to the Q's. 
Theorem 2. H(P1,  . . . , P,,,; Q , ,  . . . , Qm) -- det [H(P / ,  a j ) ] i , j= l  . . . . .  m" 
This result appears in [2, p. 322] so we omit its proof. 
Now we consider the generating function T~(x). Suppose n i> 1. Let P~ = (i, 2i) 
and Q/= (2i, i), i = 0 , . . . ,  n - 1. Then there is a natural one-to-one correspon- 
dence between disjoint path families from the P's to the Q's and partitions (a/j) in 
O°,,. To the ith row (a0) we associate the path from P,-i to Qn- i  consisting of the 
horizontal edges from 
(n - i+ j - l ,n - i+a~j -1 )  to (n - i+ j ,n - i+a~j -1 ) ,  fo r l<- j<~n- i ,  
and the necessary vertical edges to complete the path. Note that for convenience 
we are also including a path of length 0 from P0 to Qo. 
For example the array below is in 5e4, 
443  
2 1 
2 
Its associated isjoint path family consists of the four paths 
(3, 6), (4, 6), (5, 6), (5, 5), (6, 5), (6, 4), (6, 3); 
(2, 4), (2, 3), (3, 3), (3, 2), (4, 2); 
(1, 2), (2, 2), (2, 1); 
(0, 0). 
We omit the details of proving that the correspondence is a bijection. In this 
correspondence one sees immediately that special parts correspond to those 
horizontal path edges that are below the diagonal {(t, t ) [ t  an integer}, in the 
lattice plane. (In the example the special parts 3 in the first row and 1 in the 
second row lead to the horizontal edges from (5, 5) to (6, 5) and from (3, 2) to 
(4, 2).) For this reason we assign a weight of x to horizontal edges below this 
diagonal and the weight 1 to all other edges. This way the weight of each path 
family is x k where k is the number of special parts in the corresponding (aij). Any 
directed path from P~ to Qj must cross the diagonal at exactly one point (t, t). 
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Thus we immediately obtain 
H(Pi, Qj)= = t -  i t - j  
Here the first binomial coefficient corresponds to the path from P~ to (t, t) and the 
second to the path from (t, t) to Qj. 
Using Theorem 2 we obtain the following formula for T~(x). 
Theorem 3 .  
T~ (x) = det 
t=o t - i  - . . . . .  n l 
There is a similar method for deriving an expression for Z,(x).  This requires 
that we first transform cyclically symmetric plane partitions into another class of 
plane partitions which we will call ~¢'n. These are shifted plane partitions 
all a12 a13  • - • a l ,x~ 
a22 a23  . . . a2 ,z2  
ar t  • • . a r , z ,  
with weakly decreasing rows, strictly decreasing columns, no parts exceeding n 
and the first part aii in every row equal to the length ~-i - i + 1 of that row. To find 
the partition in °/4/', corresponding to a partition (a#) in ~,  we discard all parts (%) 
with j < i or % < i and subtract i - 1 from the remaining parts a#. A proof that 
this is a bijection is given in [3]. For a partition (%) in ~V',, the parts a# with 
a o ~ j  - i correspond to the special parts of the associated partition in ~, .  
Let 0 ~< il <"  • • < i, < n be an r-tuple of distinct integers. It is easily seen that 
the partitions in ~4P. with r rows whose first entries are arr = il + 1 , . . . ,  aal = 
ir + 1 are in one-to-one correspondence with disjoint path families from the points 
P~i to the points Q~j, j = 1 , . . . ,  r, where now P~ = (0, i) and Qi = (i, 0), i = 
0, . . . ,  n - 1. Here again special parts correspond to horizontal edges below the 
line {(t, t) It an integer}• Thus the generating function H(P/, Qj) for the set of 
paths from P/to Qj is 
(i~(J)xJ-t" 
H(Pi, Qj) = ~t \ t /  kt /  
Now consider the n by n matrix with entries H(P~, Qj). The principal minor 
formed from the rows and columns il, • • •, i, is then the generating function for 
the partitions in °/4/', with row leaders ir + 1 , . . . ,  il + 1. The generating function 
Zn(x) is the sum of the principal minors of the matrix with entries H(P~, Qj). This 
yields 
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Theorem 4. 
( " - l ( i ) ( J ) )  
Z~ (x) = det 6ij + ~ x j - '  
t=0 \ t /  . t .  i,j=O ..... n--1 
We wish to show next how Z,(x) factors. However,  we prove a more general 
formula since this has combinatorial  applications to be described below. 
Let # be a non-negative integer and define 
. -1  ( i  
Z.  (x, #) = det 6ij + 
t,k=O 
Then Zn(x)= Z.(x, 0). Let 
t j - k  xk- t  i t o n 1 
)( T, (x, #) = det ~'~ + # J 
t=O - -  i 2j - 
Then Tn(x)= T~(x, 0). 
Let 
t / ] i,j=o ..... n -1 
y( i , t ,#)=(2i  i+# i+1+# + t)+ + l+ t) 
and define Ro(x, #) - 1 and 
R=(x, g) = det(2~ 1 
t=O 
Y(i, t, #)Y(j, t, O)x 2~+1-t) , for n/> 1. 
i,j=O ..... n--1 
Theorem 5. Let n be a non-negative integer. Then 
Z~(x, #) = Tn(x, #)gn(x, #), and ~+l(x ,  #)= 2T,+l(x, #)g~(x, #). 
Proof.  Z~(x, #) is the determinant of I + SMU, where S, M and U are n x n 
matrices given by: 
S i t - ' ( i+]A)  Mtk = (k )x  k-t ,  Ukj= ( j -  k + Iz -1 )  
t ' j - k  ' 
and I is the n x n identity matrix. Here all the indices vary from 0 to n - 1. We 
see immediately that det U = 1 and that J = U -1 is given by 
i) 
Our calculation will make use of another n x n matrix F(x) defined by 
( j+s)(_x)2J+s_~. Fi, Ej+s(x)= 2j + s - i 
The subscript 2j + s must be in the range [0, n - 1] and s must have the value 0 or 1. 
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F is triangular with all l 's on the diagonal so its determinant is 1. If we multiply 
I + SMU on the left by FT(1) and on the right by JF(x),  its determinant is 
unchanged. Thus we have 
Z,(x,  12) = det ( rT(1) J f (x )  + FT(1)SMF(x)).  
Now we compute MF(x).  We have 
(MF(x)),,21+, = MikFk,a+,(x) = X - 
= ,,,:--- o i 2 j+s -k ]  
~1(, 1) ~ i ( ,+~)  
=k=o k- i  ( -x )  2 j+s -k  (--X)2J+*-k 
_(_x,~,+s-/(,+~-/-1)_x~,+,_/(  ) 
2]+s- i  2 ]+s- i  " 
Next we compute FT(1)J. We have 
n--1 
(F'0)J). j .s,k = Y_. F'(I)2j+.,,& /=0 
= ~o ( -1  2j+,-, J + s _ l )k_  , 12 
• = 2 j+s- - i  12 -k+i  
=(_l),+k( j+S+12 
\2j  + s + 12 - k/" 
Next we compute FT(1)S. We have 
. _~ ,.,_1 ( 2~) (  ) (FT(1)S)2)+~,k = i~ ° FT(1)2j+ s ,S ,k  .._ i~O (_l)2J.s_ , i+  # -= ' "= 2j i k 
n l ( )( ( ) "--' /~0 (--1 2 j+s- - i  J + S __ly+.,.,_ k -k -  1 
• = 2 j+s- i  i+12-k  
1 ~ '+s-k / j+s - -k - -1  \ ]+12 k)" 
=(- )  ~2j+s+#_k)=(2j+,+#_ 
Let V = FT(1)JF(x) and W = FT(1)SMF(x).  We find 
n--lt.~ ( Vg/+r,2,,+.=S, (__l)r+. ~ i+r+,  ~( j+s  '~x2.J+,_ ,  
= 2 i  + r + # - t / \2 j  + s - t ]  ' 
( ,+ , ) ( ,  . 
W2i+"2'+*=~'\2'+r+12,=o - t 2 j+s  - t] ' 
where r and s are restricted to be 0 or 1 and the V and W subscripts are in the 
range [0, n - 1]. 
One may check that V2~,2j = W2,,2j and that V2~+l,2j+ W2~+l,2j = -VE,,2j. We 
multiply all the even-numbered rows (starting with row 0) of V + W by ½, 
then add to each odd-numbered row 2i + 1 the row 2i above it, and finally 
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multiply the odd-numbered columns by 2. The result is a matrix in which the 
entries with odd row and even column indices are all 0. Its determinant is 
therefore the product of the minor formed from the even rows and columns and 
the minor from the odd rows and columns. The former has entries VEi,Ej and is 
immediately seen to be T,,,(x, !~) if n = 2m is even and T,,,+l(x, l~) if n = 2m + 1 is 
odd. 
The original entries in the odd rows and columns are VE/+LEj+~ + WEi+l,2j+l• 
After our row and column operations these entries are 
2VEi+1,2j+ 1 + 2W2/+x,2j+ 1 + V2i,2j+ 1 .Ji- W2/,2j+ 1
=~112(2 i i+/z+1 ~( j+ l  i+~ " 
+l+/z  t / \2 j+ l - t )  +2(2i  t)(2j - t:0 /1 t) 
k [2i i + l~ + 1 i +l~ " + lz - t)(2j j+ l - t) + (2i + lz - t)(2j +Jl - l) ] x2]+l-t" 
Now substitute in the third and fourth term using 
2 i+ l~- t  2 i+g- t+ l  i+~- t+ l  
A simple calculation then shows that the minor formed from the odd rows and 
columns is equal to R,,,(x, I~) if either n = 2m or n = 2m + 1. The extra factor of 2 
in Theorem 5 appears when we compensate for having divided one more row by 2 
than we multiplied columns by 2 when n is odd. This completes the proof of the 
theorem. [] 
Now we can easily prove our main result. 
Theorem 6. 
"-~ (3k + 1)(6k)! (2k)! 
[8hi = k=OI-I (4k + 1)! (4k)! 
Proof. We know from [3] or [1] that 
/3n + 1) 
Z,+1(1) IN,+x[ (an+E)k n 
D 
Z,,(1) IN,,[ (3n + 1)(2n~ 
kn/  
But from Theorem 5 we know that 
I~rn+xl ~+z(1) Z2,,+x(1) 
18.1 Tn(1) 2Z2,,(1) 
1)( 6n + 1 / 
(3n + \ 2n 
(4n) 
(6n + 1) 2n 
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It follows that 
~-, 1)(6k + 1) 
(3k + \ 2k 
, ol = H 
k=0 1/4k\ 
(6k + )~2k) 
~lz[ ~ (3k + 1)(6k)! (2k)! 
/1  k=O (4k)! (4k+ 1)! 
[] 
As another Corollary to Theorem 4 we can derive a product formula for a 
certain determinant with binomial coefficient entries. In this theorem we use the 
notation 
(A)j=A(A + 1)(A +2)  • - • (A + j -  1). 
Theorem 7. Let A0(/t) =2,  
(tt + 2j + 2)j(½/t + 2j + 3) j _  1 
Zl2j(/z) = (j)j(½1~+j+3)j_~ , j>0 ,  
(it + 2j)j_l(½/.t + 2j + ½)j 
a~j_~(.)= (J)A½~ +J + ½)J-, , j>o.  
Then 
( + i + j)) n_l 
det 6# + • = 1-[ Ak(tt), 
J i,j=o . . . . .  n --1 /=0 
and 
- i i,j=o, .... ~-1 = 2 ---~ k=Ol-I A~(2~) .  
Proof. The formula for the first determinant is given by Andrews in [1]. We 
repeat its statement here only for convenience. His is the only known proof. It 
would be interesting to find a simpler one. 
One may easily verify that this first determinant is in our notation Z~(1, ½#) so 
that, using Andrews's formula, we have 
Z~+1(1,/z) 
Z~(1, tt) 
- an(2tO.  
On the other hand the second determinant is easily seen to be Tn(1, #). The 
rest of the proof just as in Theorem 5. [] 
We remark that this proof of second formula in Theorem 7, a formula quite 
simple in appearance, is so far the only one known and makes essential use of the 
first formula whose only known proof is quite complicated. 
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4. The combinatorial interpretation of Z. (x,/~) and T. (x, t~) 
Here we describe briefly the combinatorial meaning of the generating functions 
Zn(x, #) and Tn(x, #). 
Let ~n(#) be the set of shifted plane partitions 
a l l  a12  a13  . . .  al,z, 
a22 a23  . . .  a2 ,z2  
arr • . . ar, xr 
with strictly decreasing columns and weakly decreasing rows with no row length 
exceeding n and such that the first entry aii of each row exceeds the length 
; t i -  i + 1 of that row by precisely 2#. We say that a part a# of such a plane 
partition is special if # < a~j ~< j - i + #. Then one may verify that the generating 
function for ~,,(#) is precisely Z~(x, #). 
Let 6e,(#) be the set of plane partitions 
a l l  
a21  
an- l ,1  
a12 . • . a l ,n -1  
a22 • • • a2,n -2  
such that all rows and columns are weakly decreasing and ail ~< n - i + 1 + # for 
i=1 , . . .  ,n -1 .  
We say that a part aij of such a plane partition is special if % ~< j. Then one may 
verify that the generating function for S¢,,(#) is precisely T~(x, #). 
It is also possible to construct a natural "complementation" operation on 
gn(#). Such a complementation peration is described in [4] for the case # = 1, 
but the construction is easily modified to apply to all # I> 0. When complementa- 
tion is defined appropriately, it turns out that the self-complementary plane 
partitions in ~-z,(#) are in one-to-one correspondence with the partitions in 
6en(#), but we omit the details. 
The case # = 1 is of particular interest since in this case ~(#)  is in one-to-one 
correspondence with the set of descending plane partitions with no parts 
exceeding n + 1. These descending plane partitions are thought to be in 
one-to-one correspondence with n + 1 by n + 1 alternating sign matrices, the 
special parts corresponding to - l ' s  in the alternating sign matrices. A more 
thorough account of alternating sign matrices and descending plane partitions is 
given in [4]. Thus the function Zn(x, 1) is conjectured to be the generating 
function for these alternating sign matrices• Also the complementation peration 
on ~n(1) is thought to correspond to a flip operation on the alternating sign 
matrices. Thus T,,(x, 1) is conjectured to be a generating function for flip- 
symmetric n + 1 by n + 1 alternating sign matrices• 
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Using [3] or [4] we observe that values are either known or conjectured for 
Z,(x, 1) whenx = O, 1, 2 or 3. We have also looked at Z,(x, O) for various values 
of x. Values are already known for x=O and x=l ,  but x=2 also looks 
interesting. In fact Zn(2, #) looks interesting for general #. 
Conjecture. Let m be a positive integer. Then 
Z2m(2, #) 
Z2=_1(2, #) 
=2mf i#+2m+2k-1  
k=l  m+k 
and 
m Z2,,,+1(2, #) = 2m+1 l~ # + 2m + 2k - 1 
Z2,,,(2, #) k=l m + k 
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